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SUMMARY

Tests have recently been made at Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory to ascertain
whet her the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil might be subst antiall-j -impro~ed by
imposing certain limitations upon the airflow about its tips.

AU of the moditied forms were slightly inferior to the plain airfoil at small lift coefikients;
however, by mounting thin plates, in planes perpendicular to the span, at the W@ tips, the
characteristics were impro~ed throughout the range above three-tenths of the masimum lift
coefficient. With this form of limitation the detrimental effect was slight; at the higher lift
coefEcients there resulted a eorsiderable reduction of induced drag and, consequently, of pow-er

.——

required for sustentation. The s16pe of the curve of lift ~erws angle of attack was increased.

OUTLINE OF TESTS

These tests wwe directed to-ward the disco~ery of some economical means of increasing the
“ effecti~e aspect ratio” of an airfol

As it. is recognized that the induced drag of an airfoiI is inversely proportional to its aspect
ratio and that elimination of the transverse velocity, components of the air.tlow about a wing
reproduces, in effecfi, the conditions which wouId exist with Mnite aspect ratio, it was planned
to investigate the effects of elimination of a portion of the transverse flow by fln.ite barriers at. the
tips and ‘also by the production of an aer~-

.

dcynamic counterforee, in lieu of the com-
straints:-by the localization of severe washout
at the tzps.

To avoid confusion of the general in-
fluences of these modifications with such
irregular aerodynamic characteristics as arise
from shape of mean camber @e, distjbution
of thickness ~ etc., the preliminary work was
done on a fiat steel plate,5x30in., ~ in. thick,
having a cylindrical leading edge and a knife
trailing edge, the reduction in thickness to-ward
the latter occurring in15 per cent of the chord.

The characteristics of the flat plate were FIG. I

determined b-y a test on the mire balance.
Disks of 5 in. diameter and H in. thickness, with upstream portions blunted and aft sections
thinned to an edge, tiere then welded to its ends and the combination tested. NText, the end
plates were removed and the plate given progressive washout at the tips, amounting to t3° in 0.5
chord length along the span. .&s a test of the plate in this condition revealed little departure
from the origgal characteristics, the washout was increased to 14.8°, now limited to one chord
length, and another run made. In both cases the leading edge -wa; m~intained as a straight
line; Figure 1 shows the plate with 14.8° -washout set up for test.
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The localized washout gave no promise of improvement, so the construction of an airfoil
model of this kind was eliminated from the program. Howeverj as the end-plate combination
had improved the flat-plate characte~istics considerably, it was decided to subject this device
to a _rery severe test at once.

The wing selected for application was the N. .& C. A. No. 73, one of the most efflcicnt of
modern airfoils. This wing is rectangular in plan form and tapers in thickness from 22 per

cent of the chord at the center to 5.5 per
cent at the tip, the sections being derived
from the ordinates of a master section by
the application of constant multipliers.1
Besicles these reductions in thickness and
camber towarcl the tip, the JN.A. C. .i. 73
has considerable washout if wc consider as
angle of attack that uf the zero lift line of
each element along the span. The model
used was 4 x 24 in.

The purpose of using such an airfoil was
to demonstrate that improvement might” be
made even in &he case of a very efllcient
wing whose maximum lift coef%cien~ was

such that its induced drag never became
large.

To the tips of this airfoil, then, clisks of 4 in, diameter were attached. They were made
from & in. sheet aluminum and shaped as zones of a large diameter sphere, Figure 2 is a photog-
raph of the combination ready for test.

In an~effort~to reduce the parasite drag of the end plates, a trapezoidal shape (Fig. 3) was
used in a subsequent experiment; the-set-up is shown in Figure 4. With the demonstration of
fav-orable effects in both c.ases~the in~estigation was closed.

Fm. 3.—Trapezoidal end plate

Fm. 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data obtained by tests of,-the thin plate with its various modi6cations are given in
Tables I–V; Figures .5-S are plotted therefrom. Vi%ile no numerical analysis has been made,
the effects of the modifications are~quite evident upon inspection.

From Figure 5 it may be seen that the addition of end plates increases the maximum lift
coefficient and, although additional drag is introduced at the condition of zero lift, the effect
on induced drag is sufficient to reduce the total drag coefficients at all lift coefllcients greater

N’.A. C. A Technical Report No 152. “ The Aerodynamic Properties of Thick .W’ofoik, II, 1922,”
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than 0.2. The slope of the lift curve is somewhat augmented by this increase in “ apparcn
a~pect ratio,” as shown in Figure 6.
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Fig~e ~ cove= the work on -washed-out tips: The very small effect. produced by the 8°
washout is rather surpris~~ in that it is not appreciable at zero lift. The polar from the test
with heavier -washout shows only one important point, nameIy, that the addition to profiIe
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drag is greater than the decrease of induced drag at alI attitudes, thus demonstrating the im-
practicability of this detice. The effects of washed-out tips upon the lift mr-re slope are shown
in Figge 6.

~Ergebniss der Aerodyuamisshen Versuchsm.$taIt m G5ttingen P. 6%59, abb. +7 and 56.
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Figure 8 is inserted as a point of interest, although it has no direct bearing on this investiga-
tion. Due to a misunderstanding of instructions, the plate was set on the balance in the in-mrkx?
position and data taken over the usual angular range, thus determining the characteristics of tho
plate with 14.8° w-whim Figure 8 ill~st,rates the co~par~ti~re~ects of Tvashin and washout

of equal magnitude.
Having selected an airfoil which would give almost the worst c.onclitions under which to

attempt improvement, as expIained above, it was quite surprising to see the results obt aincd
from the bests with the disk end plates -cm the N. il. C. A. 73. These data are given in Tables
VI ancl VII and plotted in Fig. 9. The improvement is of exactly the same natmw as tha~
obtained with the ffat plate, i. e,, the maximum lift coefficient is increased and the tot d drag is
decreased at all lift coefficients greater than 0.3 of the maximum. It is also worthy of note tha~
the maximum L/D ratio is about 10 per cent larger than that of the plain airfoil.
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FIG. 10

Thinking it possible to reduce the parmit e drag of the plates by reducing their proj cc ted
area and still maintain the greater par~ of the beneficial effect, the circuhw plates were sup-
planted by trapezoidal ones. As shown by Figure 10, this combination still showed a reduced
drag at the larger lif t–co-efficients, % slight improvement in L/D max. and, as expected, less
detrimental eflect upon the drag at small ]ifts. The overall improvement in this case is not. so
great as that of the preceding one. Lift curves for both combinations i-u-eshown, with tl~at
for the original wing, in Figure 11.

The effects of hhese modifications upon the “ apparent aspect, ratio “ and the power require-
ment-characteristics of the airfoil bring out their advantages ev-en more clearly than do the polars,

If it be assumed t]]at the profile drag of the airfoil itself is unchanged b~- the addition of the
end plates, w-e may derive a new curve of induced drag by merely stepping off the profilc rhwg
of the plain wing from the polar of the -wing-disk combination and determine the C(apparent
aspect ratio” from the coordinates of this derived curve. Since the induced drag of a 4 x 24 in.
airfoil in a 60 in. closed tunnel is:

‘r”=T (A!R.) [WJ7=a’+%m
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the aspect ratio is:

A. R= ‘:.T[l-:f~y]=Uwz~

Calculated on this basis, the foIIowing resuIts are obtained:
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FIG. 12

It is also interesting to note that the Prandtl-Munk formula,

which expresses the relation of Iift cum-e slope to aspect ratio, ~~i~es much iower -ralues for the

‘( apparent aspect ratio.” The computed values are:

~. 1
l-’

1 Apparent ,

.Arrangement aspect
ratio !

!.t .—
I
I PIain airfOil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- 3.54 :
I With trapezoidal end plates...l 4.4.: 1

With disk end plates . . . . . . . . . .
I ,

By shifting the polar of the airfoil with end pIates along the drag axis until iti coincides, at
zero lift, with the polar of the airfoil alone, we would, in effect, subtract the drag of the end

.

.—
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plates, which quantity is not liable to vary greatly. However, this artifice awiik li~tlc as the
maximum value of aspect-ratio, calculated as above, now occurs at a low lift-co eficient and has
a higher maximum value which is very sharply defined. This mereIy demonstrates ~hat if the
plate drag is constant the profile drag is no longer equal to that of the plain airfoil—or that the
effect is not purely one of aspect ratio—which seems the most rational exphmation.

The improvement of the L/D ratio throughout the useful flying range is shown in Figure 12.
Tt will be seen that the tip modifications have a beneficial irdluence uncler ail conditions cxcepb

that of ver~~high speed.
The results show that it is possible to improve the two most important charactcrkties of

an airfoiI, i. e., L/D ratio and power requirement for smtentation, for alI conditions oxcopt that
near minimum drag. It may be seen from Figure 12 that the detrimental effect which occurs
in the neighborhood of minimum drag wilI become of consequence only when there is ti~ailabk
enough power to provide an extremely large speed range.

The practicability of applying such modifications to aircraft will remain in question until
more is learned of the loacls which they would impose upon the ming spars. As the flow which
the p~ates obstruct is one resuIting from a positive pressure beIow find a negative pressure above
the wing, the mmnent they would apply to the spars would have the. same sense as that resulting
from the lift. This -would necessitate heavier spars. It is unlikely that the transverse forces
would be so large as to require the use of end plates of such thickness as to make their drag
prohibitive. PressuTe distribution tests seem a feasible method of solving these problems.

The conclusion remains that an aerodynamic improvement, by limitation of the flow about
the tips of an airfoil, is possible and, if the necessary structure be found compatible with design
practice and reasonably smalI climensions, the scheme deserves trial .~n flighb. Vertical end
plates are equivalent to a greater span, the wing tips, as it were, being folded up and down.
As a reduction of span is often desirable for maneuverability, transportation, m storage, the

limitation of the flow around airfoil tips may prove of considerable practical value.

TABLE I

TEST OF PL.kT PLATE (% x 30 in.

la c.

o

0.0182
:: .0170

.0165
~ +! .0171

CL

-0.155
-.070
–. W4
i-. W6

a c’. cl, .
. — — —

o 0
2 0.0U33 Q.144 8

.0237 .227 ! 10
: .0318 .2?XJ ! 12
6 .0541 . 44!l

i;

TABLE H

c.

0.0879
.1250
.1593
.1915
.2202

0.593
.685
.726
. 73s
.733

FL.4T .FLATE WITH DISK EhrD PL.4TES

——.

-.

. .,

TABLE III

PLATE WITH 8° WASHOUT EN 0.5 CHORD
-. .

~~ + CL

,

: CD .? ‘: c“ ‘L 1

.
-z ~ 0.0177 -0.128 ; ~ 00.0267 0.249 12 0.1690 0.733
-1 .0167 I “- 4 .0352 .327 14 I .2230 ~

.0168 I ;&
.7.57

+: ~
6. .0607 .470 16 b .2370

.017s
.761

. 0S6 8 0fJ60 .620
.0202

.26.80 ,770
.173 , _lo .1340 .6!28 :: , .2W2

— I 8774— -. . .._
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TABLE IV

PLATE ‘WITH 14.S”WASHOUT LW 1.0 CHORD

CD CL a c.

: :1i-~+CL . c. CL
— _ .

a ~ ~,019~ .’
0. 03s4 –a 337 +0. 046 10
.0304 –. 264

0:yg 0.m
~~ .5.X73 .132 L2

.024s
.632

–. LS7 .02= .213 14
.0222

.1640 .652
–. 105 ]~ .0440 .354 16 .667

. (t.m –. 029 .0735 .495 ;%J I .6s2
;;

I
\ .693

—-—

TABLE T

PL.\TE ‘WITH 14.S”WASHIN IN 1.0CHORD

a

o

–8
–6
–4
–3
–2

.—.
c.

0.0754
.0453
.0265
.0215
.02UI

CT.

‘a I

-o. m
–. 3a%
–.213
—.134
–. 046

4 ! 0.0492

I

.07s1
: . LL97

10 .16.50

:? I %%I I

TEST 03?lf. A. G.-%.73 ALRFOIL (4 x 24in.

TABLE VII

N. A. C. A. 73 AIRFO~ WITH DISK EXD PLATES

I+’—— CL -=

o.Cw
+. 076

.152

.231

.311

0.0559
.oii5
.1150 ,
. lWI
.~ 1

—.—.
0.961
L 0s
L 067
L 015
.W

. 1

10 I o. 0.5.s% o.9s9
E . 079s L054
1A .L265 L WO
16 .2WI .964
1s ~ .2431 .ss2

o.014s
.0135
.0134
.014L
.0158

+0. 038
.106
. 1s2
.Z&l
.344

h’. A. C. A. i3 AIRFOIL WITH TRAPEZOIDAL EAT PLA.TES

,. !1;~+a:.+* t
.435 ~ .0694

‘:L21 4
L 015

.0217 .513 1<
.X0

.0%s L 0.46
6 .0303 .657 16 .1631 L030

.277 8 .0+05 ~ .Sw 18 .2%3 .943

I u
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ALLtestsat 30 @s (%4 ft./sw’.)air speed
N. A, C. A.. atmospheric (FJft.) N-a. I tid tUUII&


